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But, as correctly pointed out by M. Paul Regnaud, it was not pos-
sible that it could receive any development till the subjective stage
of philosophic thought was reached in India. As stated before, the
idea, that two co-existing eternal principles of Spirit and Nature,
Mind and Matter, would destroy the inj6.nitu.de of both, is one which
necessarily represents a later phase of thought, necessitating, on the
part of the Idealist, the recognition of Spirit alone as an eternal
principle to the exclusion of the other ; but this does not mean the
denial of all reality to Nature. In fact, no idealist (except, perhaps,
the Vidnydn Vddins in India) ever went this length. All that
philosophic consistency required was to refuse it recognition
as an eternal, independent reality, and to explain the whole
problem of existence by a single principle, that is, in terms of the
Atman.
This phase of thought can be traced in the Bhagavat G^ta and the
Upamshads ; but it seems to have received, as the sequel will show,
a consistent philosophic development at the hands of Gaudapad and
Shankar.
In one sense Mdyd may be viewed like one of the mfinite modes
in the system of Spinoza—a sort of connecting link between the phe-
nomenal world and the Supreme Essence—Absolute Thought and
Being. But it is by no means a purely fictitious or artificial lmk»
Brahma, for obvious reasons, has to be conceived as mrviJcdra, as
perfectly free from all attributes involving motion and change ; the
whole function, of £c letting out" the universe is, therefore, conceived
as pertaining to that power called Mdyd, which is the illuminated
dtma sJiaUi of Brahma and ever inseparable from. it, the intelligence
observable in the moral order of the Universe being considered as
due to the guidance of Brahma which is All Intelligence. Brahma
itself being Eternal and as such not liable to any modifications or
changes, the whole of the manifold finite existence is ascribed to this
agency; yet the unity of the Brahma is retained ; instead of conceiving
the Absolute, like Aristotle, (( as unmoved yet moving^" the moving
in this conception, is supposed- to be that of its own power, which is
ever inseparable from it and which is ever under its own intelligent
guidance.
1 See Brihad. Up.. IV. 3-4, quoted in Deussen's { Phil. Up./ pp. 135-136.

